Second-order conic programming (SOCP) has been used to model various applications in power systems, such as operation and expansion planning. In this paper, we present a two-stage stochastic mixed integer SOCP (MISOCP) model for the distribution system expansion planning problem that considers uncertainty and also captures the nonlinear ac power flow. To avoid costly investment plans due to some extreme scenarios, we further present a chance-constrained variant that could lead to cost-effective solutions. To address the computational challenge, we extend the basic Benders decomposition method and develop a bilinear variant to compute stochastic and chance-constrained MISOCP formulations. A set of numerical experiments is performed to illustrate the performance of our models and computational methods. In particular, results show that our Benders decomposition algorithms drastically outperform a professional MISOCP solver in handling stochastic scenarios by orders of magnitude.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T HE aim of distribution system expansion planning is to derive a cost-effective investment plan on system configuration. The problem is often formulated as an optimization model that minimizes a desired objective such as installation costs of new facilities (e.g., feeders, substation, etc.), the upgrade costs of existing equipments, operational costs, while respecting various specifications or operating limits. In the context of mathematical programming, mixed integer linear programs, e.g., [1] and [2] , are primarily constructed, given that they are flexible in modeling and computationally well supported by commercial solvers. Nevertheless, the original AC power flow equations are inherently nonlinear. Hence, to capture critical factors that are beyond the capacity of linear models, nonlinear formulations are employed. Among them, it is worth mentioning the convex second order conic programming (SOCP) power flow model presented in [3] . Note that it is a tight relaxation to the original AC power flow problem. Actually, it could be an exact formulation for a radial distribution system when some mild conditions can be met (e.g., see [4] and [5] for details). One advantage is that SOCP model is a convex optimization formulation that can be efficiently computed by professional solvers. As discrete investment decisions are generally involved in system planning, integer variables are introduced and that formulation can be extended to a mixed integer SOCP (MISOCP) model [6] , [7] , which can be further computed within a Branch-and-Bound scheme. Recent applications of conic optimization in power system studies include [8] , [9] on network reconfiguration for loss reduction, and [10] on reactive power optimization. We observe that heuristic techniques, e.g., [11] , [12] have also been applied to the problem of distribution expansion planning. However, optimality of their solutions is not guaranteed.
One fundamental challenge of a planning problem is the uncertainty, as it is for the future situation and perfect forecasts on demands or cost parameters are impossible to obtain. To include the uncertainty in decision making, the most popular approach is to build a two-stage stochastic program model [13] . Under this modeling scheme, the first-stage decisions are those made before the realization of random factors, e.g., investment decisions; the second stage decisions are those made after observing the actual realization of those factors, e.g., actual operations. Using a practical strategy to represent the randomness by a finite number of scenarios (and their realization probabilities), one set of second stage decision variables are introduced for every single scenario, which therefore leads to a large-scale mathematical program. Very often, the decision maker notes that some random situations might be rare but very costly to handle. With that observation, he may just want to adopt a cost-effective plan that protects himself from the most random scenarios, e.g., 95% of all possible situations, and ignore the remaining ones. To meet this modeling demand, the original stochastic program could be extended to the chance-constrained program [14] . Specifically, a binary variable is introduced to associate with each scenario, which enables the decision makers to select his concerned scenarios. Through using scenariobased stochastic or chance constrained modeling schemes, many practical decision making problems in power, transportation or healthcare systems, which are subject to serious random factors, have been successfully addressed [13] , [14] . Typical power systems applications include unit commitment problems [15] - [17] ; generation and transmission planning and capacity expansion [18] , [19] ; storage siting and sizing [20] , [21] ; and grid vulnerability analysis [22] , [23] . Note that the majority of the developed models are (stochastic) mixed integer linear programs. To handle the large-scale structures from stochastic scenarios, various Benders decomposition algorithms have been customized and developed [24] - [26] , which could drastically reduce computational times and render those models useful for practitioners. Study of distribution system planning considering uncertainty has been reviewed in two recent surveys [27] , [28] . Stochastic mixed integer linear programs using approximate (linearized) power flow equations have been developed in [29] - [31] , which then are solved by off-the-shelf mixed integer programming (MIP) solvers. The mixed integer nonlinear models [11] , [12] , [32] - [34] utilizing AC power flow equations have been computed by heuristics methods, which, yet, cannot ensure the quality of planning solutions.
While mixed integer linear models are widely applied to distribution planning, there is little analytical method to systematically support the practice of convex AC distribution system planning under random environments. One essential challenge is the large number of nonlinear conic AC power flow constraints associated with stochastic scenarios. Such large-scale MISOCP formulation is generally beyond the solution capacity of commercial mixed integer conic solvers. Indeed, except a theoretical analysis in [35] , we have not observed any efficient decomposition method for large-scale MISOCP problems. In [35] , authors presents a generalized Benders decomposition method that theoretically converges to an optimal solution of one type of mixed integer conic problem. Neither its performance over practical instances nor its extension to deal with stochastic conic programs is reported or analyzed.
To address such a situation in the research of distribution system planning, in this paper, we first propose a stochastic two-stage MISOCP formulation and its chance-constrained variant, where the first stage is the investment stage that determines the appropriate conductor types and feeder construction routs together with substation reinforcement and capacitor installation. The second stage is the operating stage where operational decisions are derived to minimize costs of involved losses and maintenance. The uncertainty of loads and energy price is modeled through a set of scenarios with their realization probabilities. Because both the stochastic and chance-constrained models are challenging to commercially available solvers, we design and implement fast Benders decomposition methods that can efficiently handle a large number of stochastic scenarios containing conic power flow equations. Our major contributions are listed as follows:
i) On the modeling aspect, we develop the first twostage stochastic mixed integer conic model for the distribution system expansion planning that considers uncertain loads and price, and accurately captures the nonlinear AC power flow. We also present its chance-constrained variant to avoid the costly investment plans due to some extreme scenarios.
ii) On the algorithm development aspect, we develop fast Benders decomposition algorithms. On a set of numerical experiments, we show that our algorithms drastically outperform a professional mixed integer conic solver in handling stochastic scenarios by orders of magnitude. To the best of our knowledge, they are the first Benders decomposition methods that can practically deal with stochastic and chance-constrained mixed integer conic programs. Indeed, our customized Benders decomposition methods are general approaches that can be widely applied to address many other applications.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we develop the mathematical formulation of the two-stage stochastic distribution system expansion planning problem and its chanceconstrained variant. In Section III, we propose our Benders decomposition methods, including the master and subproblem formulations, and the algorithmic operations. In Section IV, computational experiments are presented and analyzed. Finally, relevant conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. STOCHASTIC AND CHANCE-CONSTRAINED DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM EXPANSION PLANNING MODELS
We first present the stochastic MISOCP distribution system expansion model and then its chance-constrained variant.
A. Stochastic Distribution System Expansion Planning Model
Consider the distribution system expansion planning under a two-stage scheme, where the first stage determines the expansion decisions on equipment and the second stage models system operations with the system upgrades. Given that operational decisions are made according to real time load and electricity price, which are random, we adopt a set of discrete scenarios (and realization probabilities) to represent uncertainties and define the second stage recourse problem for every scenario. Because of the randomness in loads, we allow possible load shedding in those scenarios, which will be penalized in the cost function of each recourse problem. Hence, we have the following twostage stochastic programming model for distribution system expansion planning problem.
In (1)- (3), the objective is to derive an optimal expansion plan to minimize the investment cost C inv , including both fixed costs and variable costs of new facilities in substations, feeders and capacitors, in the first stage and the expected operational cost obtained from every scenario s ∈ S in the second stage C opr,s , including cost of losses, maintenance cost of installed branches, and the cost of load shedding. Following [3] and [6] , (4)- (19) provides a second order conic power flow model. Specifically, real and reactive power balance at each node are given by (4), (5) . Real and reactive power flow at the substation are captured by (6), (7) . Current limit of the feeder is represented by (8) where the limit is imposed on the square of the current. The upper and lower voltage limits are represented by (9)- (13) . Note that u i,t,s = u ij i,t,s when the binary variable y ij = 1, and u ij i,t,s = 0 when y ij = 0. Constraint in (14) represents the second order conic constraints with auxiliary variables R ij,t,s and L ij,t,s as defined in (15), (16) . The real and reactive power flow through each branch are given by (17) , (18) . The capacity limit of the substation is represented by (19) , another set of second order conic constraint. Constraints in (20) , (21) are investment decisions on substation and capacitors banks. The logical constraints (22)-(24) state that if any investment is made (i.e., k ij = 1) for an existing branch (by replacing it with a conductor of a higher capacity), the old conductor must be disconnected (i.e. y ij = 0) from the network considering the radiality requirement on the network topology. Constraints in (25)- (27) enforce the radiality of the expanded network. Constraints in (28) , (29) provide capacities of new and existing branches. Variable definitions are presented in (30), (31) . We mention that, instead of considering I f ed ij as a variable, we actually can directly treat (I f ed ij ) 2 as a variable, given that only (I f ed ij ) 2 appears in our formulation. Existing commercial MISOCP solvers can compute smallscale instances. Nevertheless, as shown in Section IV, with the size of the distribution network or the number of stochastic scenarios increased, it is necessary to develop advanced algorithms. To this end, a customized Benders decomposition for such MISOCP is developed in Section III.
Remark 1. The capacity of substation or capacitor is modeled as a continuous variable in the aforementioned model. If capacity is available at discrete values, (20) can be removed from and the following should be incorporated into the model:
A similar modification can be applied to capacitor banks if their values are discrete.
B. Chance-Constrained SOCP Model
To introduce our chance-constrained model without repetitive information, we represent stochastic programming StoP model in the following compact form with single variable restrictions defined in (30) and (31) . We use
to denote the first stage (investment) variables. Moreover, we use y s =(P ij,t,s , Q ij,t,s , 
Compared to the complete formulation in Section II-A, constraints in (33) are those for investment decision variables, constraints in (34) 
Clearly, if w s = 1, all constraints in scenario s can be ignored due to Big-M. Hence, binary variable w s can be used to reflect the inclusion of scenario s in computing an optimal solution. According to (43) , we seek for a solution that performs well in (1 − ε) × 100% of all random situations. Given that some scenarios are ignored in the solution evaluation, we introduce G, a function of y s 's and w s 's, in the objective function (37) , to capture the cost contribution of the second stage decisions. Although the aforementioned CC − bigM formulation can be treated as a regular mixed integer program if G is defined appropriately, it is noted in [36] that its computational burden is very heavy. For the case that we only care about costs incurred in the concerned scenarios, we next provide a bilinear reformulation that typically has a better computational performance than the Big-M based formulation [36] . Moreover, such bilinear format allows us to generalize Benders decomposition method to further improve our solution capacity. 
Note from (47) that if w s is set to one, i.e., scenario s is ignored, it does not contribute to the total cost. So, by assigning w s to one or zero, the impact of scenario s, including the cost contribution of recourse decisions and feasibility requirements from recourse constraints, will be explicitly removed from or imposed in the whole formulation. Parameter ρ is introduced to reflect our attitude towards the recourse cost from the concerned scenarios.
Remark 2. If ε = 0, we have w s = 0 for all s ∈ S, which reduces CC−bigM or CC−BL formulations to corresponding StoP model (with the second stage cost weighted by ρ).
III. CUSTOMIZED BILINEAR BENDERS DECOMPOSITION FOR STOCHASTIC MISOCP MODELS
Benders decomposition, which is a master-subproblem structured method, is probably the most popular approach to compute scenario-based stochastic mixed integer linear programs. Nevertheless, there is little study on extending this classical method to compute stochastic MISOCP. Actually, we observe in a related study [10] that robust MISOCP can be solved by a similar master-subproblem structured decomposition method. With this observation, we extend and customize the basic Benders decomposition method to compute stochastic MISOCP formulation and its chance constrained variant. As stochastic MISOCP formulation can be treated as a special one of its chance constrained variant, we describe our Benders decomposition method in the context of chanced constrained model, particularly the bilinear CC − BL form, to simplify our exposition. We next present the subproblem and the master problem, and the solution algorithm.
A. Subproblem and Master Problem
Note that we allow load shedding in the second stage recourse problem, which is penalized in the objective function. Hence, the strict feasibility of the recourse problem is ensured, which actually guarantees the strong duality of this SOCP problem. Next, we define the subproblem which is constructed by taking the duality of the second stage recourse problem in scenario s in the ith iteration for given first stage decisionx i . Note that the second stage recourse problem and SP s always have a finite optimal value. Hence, we can derive an optimal solution to SP s that is an extreme point of its feasible region. Let (θ i s ,μ i s ,λ i s ,σ i s ) denote that optimal solution. Next, we define the master problem for the ith iteration. Note that the conventional Benders decomposition method simply generates Benders cuts that are linear functions of (θ i s ,μ i s ,λ i s ,σ i s ). Different from that, we follow the idea in [36] to modulate our Benders cuts by (1 − w s ) in a bilinear form to compute CC − BL.
MP−BL
We mention that by enumerating all extreme points of SP s (which could be infinite due to the conic structure), MP − BL is the exact Benders reformulation of CC − BL. Hence, a formulation of MP − BL defined on a subset of extreme points is a relaxation to CC − BL, whose optimal value provides a lower bound. Note that the bilinear terms in (59) can be linearized using McCormick linearization technique, which converts MP − BL into an MIP.
B. Solution Algorithm
Obviously, any feasible solution to CC − BL provides an upper bound. So, iteratively including optimality cuts (59) could help us generate better lower and upper bounds. Let LB and UB be the current lower and upper bounds, and e be the optimality tolerance. When = 0, our chance-constrained model reduces to the stochastic programming formulation. Because all scenarios must be considered, we can eliminate w s variables from our bilinear Benders decomposition.
Bilinear Benders Decomposition for CC − BL
Remark 3. Subproblem SP s can be converted into a linear program using a polyhedral relaxation of the convex feasible region suggested in [37] . We observe, however, that if doing so, the size and the runtime of the subproblem increase substantially. The strength of our procedure is that it can attain the exact solution in a fast way than using the polyhedral approximated subproblem, which actually yields an approximate solution and increases the problem dimensionality.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section a simple example and two more complicated systems are employed to demonstrate the application of the proposed methods. They are implemented in AMPL with the optimality tolerance e being 0.1% for Benders decomposition, and with the most popular professional solver CPLEX [38] under default settings. Our experiments are performed on a Windowsbased PC with two 3 GHz processors and 4 GB RAM. Unless explicitly mentioned, the time limit is set to 3,600 seconds 
A. Example
For illustration purpose, we applied proposed the methods to the example system shown in Fig. 1 . This network is to be expanded for target year 5. Load data is provided in Table I . Fixed and variable investment costs of substation were assumed 200,000 US$, and 50,000 US$/MW. Feeders investment and maintenance costs were assumed 150,000 US$/km and 450 US$, respectively [39] . Capacitors fixed and variable investment costs were 3000 US$, 450 US$/kVAr [40] . Annualized costs were computed using r(1 + r) y /[(1 + r) y − 1], where r is the interest rate and y is the number of years considered. We assume that any investment made today is operative for 15 years. Hence, a 15-year investment return period is considered with a 10% interest rate. With these values, a capital recovery factor value of approximately 13% is obtained, meaning that, for the next 15 years, the investment cost is yearly repaid at a rate of approximately 13% of the total initial investment. The cost of losses was assumed to be ten times the prices given in Table I . We considered seven candidate branches, involving replacements for existing branches (with higher capacities) and new candidate branches 5-4 and 3-5. Results of two formulations denoted as chance-unconstrained and chance-constrained are presented next.
1) Chance-Unconstrained Case: We solved three cases involving a deterministic case (denoted as case 0) and two stochastic cases (denoted as case 1 and case 2) where load and price are subject to uncertainty. To describe uncertainty, we created ten equiprobable scenarios using uniform distribution (for each demand block) in which the price and load are scaled according to the data provided in Table II . Note that the scaling factor in this table is a random number independently generated from the range [0.5, 3]. The expansion results are shown in Fig. 1 . In case 0, no investment is made and a radial topology is achieved by removing branch 3-4. Results in the stochastic case 1 indicate that two existing branches 1-2 and 2-5 are replaced with branches of higher capacity and the substation is expanded by 0.116 pu. In case 2, no investment is required and the existing branch 2-4 is removed to enforce radiality. We observe that different expansion plans are achieved as a result of incorporating uncertainty in the problem.
2) Chance-Constrained Case: In this experiment the impact of chance constraint is explored with ρ = 1. The chanceconstrained model was solved for scenarios described in case 1 of Table II . Results for chance levels (namely, 1-ε) 100, 90, 80, and 65 percent are presented in Table III . For this small system, they actually lead to a configuration similar to that of case 1 in Fig. 1 . Observe that the most expensive scenarios, namely 4, 3, and 6 (see Table II ), are dropped when the chance level decreases. Hence, by adjusting the chance level, the decision maker can have a balance between the cost of the expansion plan (which results in a high capacitated system) and the desired level of security against risks.
3) Computational Performance: In Table IV , we compare the computational performance of the following different methods. If an optimal solution cannot be derived due to the time limit, the instance is labeled with "T" and the corresponding optimality gap, if available, is reported.
1) Non-decomposed-SOCP: Simply using MISOCP solver to compute; 2) Benders-linear StoP: Using Benders decomposition method, with the subproblem being the linearized approximation to the second stage SOCP recourse problem through the method proposed by [37] ; 3) Benders-SOCP StoP: Using standard Benders decomposition for stochastic programming model; Table IV , it is obvious that the state-of-the-art CPLEX solver does not have the capacity to handle practical instances. For this 5-node system, which is definitely smallscale, CPLEX fails to produce any feasible solution for instances with 50 or 100 scenarios within 3,600 seconds. On the contrary, Benders decomposition methods show a drastically improved solution capacity, which reduce the computational time by orders of magnitude. Specifically, Benders methods, which directly call solver to compute subproblems, can compute all instances within a short time. Although the chance constrained formulations could be much more challenging to compute than their stochastic programming counterparts, we observe that our bilinear Benders method demonstrates a strong power to handle chance-constrained second order conic programs, which is comparable to the classical Benders method for pure stochastic programs. Indeed, within a couple of iterations, it derives an optimal solution with a relatively small amount of additional time than for stochastic programs.
So, for the next two large distribution systems, we just adopt our customized bilinear Benders decomposition as the primary computational method. It is worth mentioning that the substation capacity derived from the consideration of 100 scenarios is larger than those derived from other considerations, which definitely indicates that a reliable plan will be produced if sufficiently many stochastic scenarios are considered.
B. 18-node System
The second test system was adopted from [41] with some modifications (see Fig. 2 ). This system has 18 nodes, 2 substations, and 24 branches. The existing and candidate branches are shown in Table V . The uncertainty of the price and load was modeled by twenty equiprobable scenarios with the scaling factor being uniformly distributed in the range [0.6, 1.8]. We considered three time blocks in the target year as shown Table V and stochastic expansion results are depicted in Fig. 2 . As seen from Table V, 9 new feeders are invested and added to the network and the substation is expanded by 2.84 MVA in the stochastic cases while the deterministic case does not invest in substation capacity. Clearly, different radial topologies are achieved with the costs given in Table V and the highest expansion cost is associated with the case with 100 percent chance level, which is expected. Note that instances can be solved within 8-18 iterations, with solution times shown in the table. 
C. 138-Node System
The third test system adopted here with some modifications, was used in [30] . This system comprises 138 nodes, 3 substations and 151 branches. The data of the reactive load was computed assuming a fixed power factor of 0.96. We considered 49 candidate branches and again assumed 3 demand blocks in the target year each with the duration as shown in Table I . To capture randomness, 50 scenarios for each demand block, where demand and price in each scenario are scaled by a random parameter being uniformly distributed in the range [0.85, 1.5]. The rest cost parameters were set as in the previous test systems.
The computational results, obtained within 5 hours using the proposed methods with chance level being 100% and 90% respectively, are presented in Table VI . For the purpose of comparison, a deterministic instance, i.e., an instance with a single scenario, is also presented in Table VI . Obviously, due to the size of the current system, computational times are much longer than those obtained from computing the aforementioned 18-node system. Nevertheless, comparing results in Tables V and VI, the needed iteration numbers do not have a clear increase, which indicates a robust scalability of our proposed solution methods.
Based on Tables IV-VI, it is to be pointed out that compared to the MIP counterpart, which has been widely used in practice, MISOCP is a much less mature field, regardless of its stronger modeling capacity to deal with nonlinearity. Large scale MIS-OCP instances, e.g., those in Table VI , are computationally very intensive if directly solved by the existing MISOCP solvers. However, our customized methods make use of the decomposable structure and demonstrate a strong solution capacity. We note that the system's components are assumed to be reliable and renewable energy is not included in this work, both of which actually can introduce significant uncertainties and risk. By using scenarios to represent component outages and stochastic renewable energy production, as in [42] , [43] , more comprehensive stochastic and chance-constrained distribution system planning models could be developed to meet practical needs. Certainly, we should extend and strengthen existing algorithms to address those more sophisticated formulations. Actually, for the case where a large system with a huge number of scenarios is considered, we mention that many existing scenario reduction methods can be applied before computation, which helps to achieve a desired trade-off between the accuracy of uncertainty description and the computation expense.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a stochastic second order mixed integer model was constructed and studied for distribution system expansion planning. A chance-constrained variant of the problem was also developed, which can be used to obtain a cost-effective plan by avoiding extreme scenarios. To solve the problem, we developed a novel bilinear Benders decomposition algorithm that handles the conic power flow formulation and deals a chance constraint imposed on stochastic scenarios. On a set of instances, we performed numerical experiments, analyzed our model's performance and generalized insights.
Based on our numerical experiments, it was demonstrated that our proposed algorithms have a remarkable strength, which drastically outperforms professional mixed integer conic solver CPLEX by orders of magnitude. They therefore greatly improves our solution capacity for this type of problems. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that chance-constrained stochastic mixed integer SOCP model can be solved efficiently. Because the developed algorithms are generic, we believe that they can be used to handle other application areas, such as power system expansion and operation planning subject to performance considerations under various component outage scenarios.
